
Digital Electronics 

Theory Exam 

 

Short Questions  

(definitions and theoretical comments) 

 

 

CHAPTER 1&2: 

1. What is the difference between a digital system and an analog system? 

2. Is the function NAND / NOR / XOR / NXOR associative? 

3. What is a minterm of a Boolean function? 

4. What is a maxterm of a Boolean function? 

5. What is the relation between a minterm mi and the corresponding maxterm Mi? Give an example for an 

expression with 3 binary variables. 

6. What do we call a prime implicant of a Boolean function? 

7. What do we call an essential prime implicant of a Boolean function? 

8. What is a buffer circuit? What is it used for? 

9. What is an even/odd binary function? Give its expression in the form of a sum of products and the 

corresponding truth table for the particular case of the even/odd function with 4 variables. 

10. What is a parity bit? 

11. What is an integrated circuit? 

12. What is the noise margin of a logical gate? 

13. What do we call a transmission gate? 

14. What do we call a universal gate? 

15. What are primitive gates? Give some examples. 

CHAPTER 3: 

16. What is a combinational circuit? 

17. What is a decoder in combinational logic? Explain briefly how it works. 

18. What is an encoder in combinational logic? Explain briefly how it works. 

19. What is a priority encoder in combinational logic? Explain briefly how it works. 

20. What is a multiplexer in combinational logic? Explain briefly how it works. 

21. What is a half-adder? 

22. What is a full-adder?  

23. How do we detect the overflow of a binary adder? 

24. What is a Ripple Carry Adder? Sketch the circuit diagram for a 3-bit Ripple Carry Adder. 

25. Explain how a Carry Look Ahead Adder works. 

26. Explain how a digital subtractor works. 

CHAPTER 4&5: 

27. What is a sequential circuit? 

28. What is a synchronous / asynchronous sequential circuit? 

29. What is a latch? What are the characteristics of a D-latch? 

30. What is a flip-flop? 

31. What is the main difference between a latch and a flip-flop? 

32. What is a master-slave flip-flop? 



33. Give the truth table of a D flip-flop. 

34. How can a T flip-flop be realized using a D- flip-flop and additional gate(s)? 

35. What is the “1s catching problems” for SR flip-flops? 

36. Give the truth table of a JK flip-flop. 

37. Give the excitation table of a JK flip-flop. 

38. What is a direct (asynchronous) input of a flip-flop useful for? 

39. What do we call an internal state of a sequential circuit? 

40. How many internal states can we represent at most in a sequential system containing n flip-flops? 

41. What are Moore and Mealy state machines? What is their main difference? 

42. What is an unused state in a sequential circuit? What problem can it cause? 

43. How can a state machine be initialized? 

44. How many state assignments are possible for n state variables? Why can the state assignment be important? 

45. What is the propagation time of a digital device? What is the difference between tPHL and tPLH? 

46. Which characteristic times is it necessary to respect in order to ensure that a flip-flop will work correctly? 

Sketch a figure if needed. 

47. What is the difference between a n- and p-MOS transistor? 

48. Explain “fan-out” for a gate. What does it influence? 

CHAPTER 6: 

49. What is a register? 

50. What is a counter? 

51. What is a ripple counter? What is its disadvantage? 

52. What is a synchronous / asynchronous counter? 

53. What functions does a general counter have? 

54. Explain how a 1-bit counter works and what it can be used for. 

55. How should a counter be initialized? Give an example of a good and a bad practice. 

56. What is a shift register? Give sequential and combinatorial ways to implement a shifter. 

57. Which functions can a “general register” perform? 

58. What are the applications of a register? 

59. What is a data path in the RTL description? 

60. What do we call a micro-operation in the RTL description? 

61. What are the four categories of micro-operations? 

62. Explain what a conditional register transfer is. 

63. Give at least 4 examples of micro-operations in RTL (two of which should be conditional operations) 

64. What do we call BUS in the RTL description? 

65. What is a three-state buffer? 

CHAPTER 7&8: 

66. What are the essential characteristics of digital memory? 

67. What is a register file? 

68. What does the acronym RAM/ROM stand for?  

69. What do we call static/dynamic memory? 

70. What do we call refreshment of a dynamic memory? 

71. What do we call volatile memory? 

72. What is a word and an address in the description of a memory?  

73. Explain and sketch a SRAM cell. 

74. Explain and sketch a DRAM cell. 

  



 

Longer Questions  

(open questions, applications, …) 

 

*Italic elements = specified/provided at the exam 

 

1. Give as many ways as possible to implement a combinational function, indicating when it is interesting to 

look for a simplification of the function. 

 

2. Give several hardware implementation methods of a combinational function. 

 

3. a) Draw the circuit of a specified* latch using specified* gates.  

b) Explain its functioning and give its state table. Illustrate its functioning with a time diagram.  

c) When and how can we observe a race condition? 

 

4. Based on the provided* circuit of an SR master-slave flip-flop, define and explain the two operating modes 

observed depending on the value of the control input C. 

 

5. Draw the combinational circuit to add to a D flip-flop in order to form a JK flip-flop. 

 

6. Draw the scheme of a specified* binary counter built with specified* flip-flops. 

 

7. Draw the circuit diagram of an asynchronous modulo 8 counter (ripple counter). Describe its functioning and 

show that there exist transient states induced by flip-flops propagation delays.  

 

8. Draw the circuit diagram for a synchronous Modulo-4 counter with count enable. 

 

9. For a provided* state diagram, derive the corresponding state table. 

 

10. For a provided* state table, derive corresponding the state diagram.  

 

11. Draw a cross-sectional diagram of a n-MOS transistor and explain how it works. 

 

12. Draw the circuit diagram of a 4-bit Shift register with parallel load and hold mode and explain its 

functionality. 

 

13. Sketch the circuit diagram for a binary-coded-decimal (BCD) counter and give its state table and state 

equations. 

 

14. Based on the provided* scheme of a memory chip, describe the addressing principle of a memory word for 

that particular circuit. 

 

15. Considering an AxB memory (for specified* values of A and B):  

a) What is the size of the line-decoder and column-decoder? 

b) For the word stored at a specified* address, determine the output selected by the line-decoder and the 

output selected by the column-decoder. 

 

 


